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Abstract
Positive and negative association rules are important to find 
useful information hided in massive datasets, especially negative 
association rules can reflect mutually exclusive correlation among 
items. Despite a great deal of research, a number of challenges 
still exist in mining positive and negative association rules. In 
order to solve the problem of “difficult to determine frequent 
item sets” and “how to delete contradictive positive and negative 
association rules”, the paper presents a new algorithm for mining 
positive and negative association rules. The algorithm applies a 
new measurement framework of support and confidence to solve 
the problems existing. The performance study shows that the 
method is highly efficient and accurate in comparison with other 
reported mining methods. We propose an algorithm that extends 
the support-confidence framework With a sliding correlation 
coefficient threshold. In addition to finding confident positive rules 
that have a strong correlation, the algorithm discovers negative 
association rules with strong negative correlation between the 
antecedents and consequents. And we implement the performance 
evaluated on the basis of time and space complexity of positive 
and negative association rule and confiding rules implemented.
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I. Introduction
Association rule mining is a data mining task that discovers 
relationships among items in a transactional database. Association 
rules have been extensively studied in the literature for their 
usefulness in many application domains such as recommender 
systems, diagnosis decisions support, telecommunication, 
intrusion detection, etc. The efficient discovery of such rules has 
been a major focus in the data mining research community. From 
the original Apriori algorithm [1] there have been a remarkable 
number of variants and improvements of association rule mining 
algorithms [2]. Association rule analysis is the task of discovering 
association rules that occur frequently in a given data set. A typical 
example of association rule mining application is the market basket 
analysis. In this process, the behavior of the customers is studied 
when buying different products in a shopping store. The discovery 
of interesting patterns in this collection of data can lead to important 
marketing and management strategic decisions. All the traditional 
association rule mining algorithms were developed to find Positive 
associations between items. By positive associations we refer to 
associations between items existing in transactions (i.e. items 
bought). What about Associations of the type: “customers that 
buy Coke do not buy Pepsi” or “customers that buy juice do not 
buy bottled water”? In addition to the positive associations,The 
negative association can provide valuable information, in devising 
marketing strategies. Interestingly, very few have focused on 
negative association rules due to the difficulty in discovering these 
rules. Although some researchers pointed out the importance of 
negative associations [3], only few groups of researchers [4-6] 
proposed an algorithm to mine these types of associations. This 
not only illustrates the novelty of negative association rules, but 

also the challenge in discovering them. This paper is organized as 
follows: Section II, describes Proposed work(positive and negative 
Association Rule Mining and Confined Rules).Section III, presents 
experimental results and performance analysis. Section 4 presents 
conclusion and future scope.

II. Existing System

A. Positive and Negative Association Rules
This paper assumes that the training dataset is a normal relational 
table, which consists of N data objects described by L distinct 
attributes. Attributes can be categorical or continuous. For a 
categorical attribute, we assume that all the possible values are 
mapped to a set of consecutive positive integers. For a continuous 
attribute, we assume that its value range is discredited into intervals, 
and the intervals are also mapped to consecutive positive integers. 
So, we treat all the attributes uniformly in this study. Let D be the 
training dataset. In the training dataset, Let I be the set of all items 
in D , that means every data object has some attributes following 
the form I={h i2, • • • , in} . We say that a data object d E D contains 
X I , a subset of items(called item sets). A association rule is an 
implication of the form X Y where, XI , and YI . The number of 
data objects in D matching X and Y is called the support of the 
rule X , Y denoted as sup(X J? The ratio of the number of Objects 
matching X and Y versus the total number of objects matching X 
is called the confidence of the rule XY, denoted as conf(X J? In 
general, given a training dataset, the task of mining association 
rules is to find all association rules with high accuracy [4]. For 
example, if 80% of customers who have bought apples also buy 
oranges, i.e., the confidence of rule: apple-+oranges is 80%. To 
avoid noise, a rule is effective only if it has enough support. Given 
a support threshold and a confidence threshold, the method finds 
the complete set of association rules passing the thresholds [5]. 
In the training dataset, there also exists other association rules: 
X -+- Y, -X -+Y and -X -+- Y. The rule X -+- Y means the data 
objects which have item set X do not have the item sets Y. The 
rule -X -+ Y means the data objects which do not have item sets 
X have the item sets Y. The rule -X -+ - Y means the data objects 
which do not have item sets X do not have the item sets Y. These 
rules can be called negative association rules. The rule X -+ Y can 
be called positive association rule. The support and confidence 
of negative association rules can be defined as the support and 
confidence of positive association rule [6].

1. The algorithm in this paper consists of two phases
Frequent item sets generating and mining all association rules. In 
the first phase: the algorithm computes the complete set of positive 
and negative frequent item sets that pass the given support and 
confidence thresholds, respectively. Furthermore, it will prunes 
some contradictory itemsets between positive and negative 
frequent itemsets and only selects a subset of high quality frequent 
itemsets. In the second phase: Furthermore, the algorithm will find 
all positive and negative association rules according to frequent 
item sets computed in the first phase, also it will prunes some 
contradictory rules based on an improving correlation function.
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(i). Generating Frequent Item sets So, the first step is to generate all 
the frequent item sets by making multiple passes over the data. In 
the first pass, it separately counts the support of individual positive 
and negative item sets and determines whether it is frequent. So, we 
can get positive and negative frequent item sets(P FI and N _Fl). If 
there is an item sets X not only existing in P FI and also in N _FI, 
we should compare sup(X) with sup( -X) and delete the item sets 
which one is small. In each subsequent pass, it starts with the seed 
set of item sets found to be frequent in the previous pass. It uses 
this seed set to generate new possibly frequent item sets, called 
candidate item sets. The actual supports for these candidate item 
sets are calculated during the pass over the data. At the end of the 
pass, it determines which of the candidate item sets are actually 
frequent. So, we will compute frequent item sets(Fl).
(ii). Generating Positive and Negative Association Rules Then, 
the next step is to generate positive and negative association rules. 
It firstly finds the frequent itemsets contained in FI which satisfy 
min_sup and min_corif threshold. Then, it will determined the 
rules whether belong to the set of positive correlation rules P AR 
or the set of negative Correlation rules N AR. The algorithm uses 
the correlation between itemsets to find positive and negative 
association rules.
(X Y)
sup(X u Y) corr ,
= --’--’’----’-
sup (X)sup(Y) (1)
X and Y are item sets.
When, corr ()(, Y» 1, X and Y have positive correlation. When 
corr ()(, Y)= 1, X and Y are independent.
When, corr(}{, Y)<1, X and Y have negative correlation. Also 
when corr(}{, Y» 1, we can deduce that corr(}{, Y)<1 and corr( 
-)(, Y)<1.
The algorithm of generating positive and negative Association 
rules is shown as follow:
Algorithm 3
Input: training dataset T, min_sup, min_corif Output: P_AR, 
N_AR
(l). P AR=NULL, N_AR=NULL;
(2). for (any frequent itemsets X and Yin FI)
{
if (sup(X -+ }j> min sup and corif(X -+}j> min conj) if( corr()
(, }j> I)
{
P AR= P AR U{X-+Y};
}
}
(3). for (any frequent itemsets X and -Y in Fl)
(
if (sup(X-+ -}j>min_sup and corif(X-+ -}j>min_conj) if( corr()
(, -}j<l)
{
N_AR= N_AR U{X-+ -Y};
}
}
(4). for (any frequent itemsets -x and -Y in FI)
(
if (sup( -X-+ -}j>min_sup and conf( -X-+ -}j>min_conf) if( corr( 
-)(, -}j> I)
{
N_AR= N_AR U{ -X-+ -Y};
}
}

(5).  return P_AR and N_AR;
In this algorithm, we use a new method generates the set of 
frequent itemsets FI, In FI, there are some itemsets passing certain 
support and confidence thresholds. And the correlation between 
itemsets is used as an important criterion to judge whether or not 
the correlation rule is positive.

III. Proposedwork

A. Mining Positive and Negative Association
Typical association rules consider only items enumerated in 
transactions. Such rules are referred to as positiveassociation rules. 
Negative association rules alsoconsider the same items, but in 
addition consider negated items (i.e. absent from transactions). 
Negative association rules are useful in market-basket analysis 
to identify products that conflict with each other or products 
that complement each other. They are also very convenient for 
associative classifiers, classifiers that build their classification 
model based on association rules. Many other applications 
would benefit from negative association rules if it was not for 
the expensive process to discover them. Indeed, mining for such 
rules necessitates the examination of an exponentially large search 
space. Despite their usefulness, and while they were referred to 
in many publications, very few algorithms to mine them have 
been proposed to date. In this paper we propose an algorithm 
that extends the support-confidence framework With a sliding 
correlation coefficient threshold. In addition to finding confident 
positive rules that have a strong correlation, the algorithm discovers 
negative association rules with strong negative correlation between 
the antecedents and consequents.

1. Positive and negative confined association rules
Traditionally, the process of mining for association rules has two 
phases: first, mining for frequent itemsets; and second, generating 
strong association rules from the discovered frequent itemsets. 
In our algorithm, we combine the two phases and generate the 
relevant rules on-the-fly while analyzing the correlations within 
each candidate itemset. This avoids evaluating item combinations 
redundantly. Indeed, for each generated candidate itemset, we 
compute all possible combinations of items to analyze their 
correlations. At the end, we keep only those rules generated 
from item combinations with strong correlation. The strength 
of the correlation is indicated by a correlation threshold, either 
given as input or by default set to 0.5 (see above for rational). 
If the correlation between item combinations X and Y of an 
itemset XY, where, X and Y are itemsets, is negative, negative 
association rules are generated when their confidence is high 
enough. The produced rules have either the antecedent or the 
consequent negated: (:X ! Y and X !:Y ), even if the support is 
not higher than the support threshold. However, if the correlation 
is positive, a positive association rule with the classical support-
confidence idea is generated. If the support is not adequate, a 
negative association rule that negates both the antecedent and the 
consequent is generated when its confidence and support are high. 
The algorithm generates all positive and negative association rules 
that have a strong correlation. If no rule is found, either positive or 
negative, the correlation threshold is automatically lowered to ease 
the constraint on the strength of the correlation and the process is 
redone. Fig. 1, gives the detailed pseudo-code for our algorithm. 
The algorithm generates all positive and negative association rules 
that have a strong correlation. If no rule is found, either positive or 
negative, the correlation threshold is automatically lowered to ease 
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the constraint on the strength of the correlation and the process is 
redone. Figure 1 gives the detailed pseudo-code for our algorithm. 
Initially both sets of negative and positive association rules are set 
to empty (line 1). After generating all the frequent 1-itemsets (line 
2) we iterate to generate all frequent k-itemsets, stored in Fk (line 
8). Fk is verified from a set of candidate Ck computed in line 4. The 
iteration from line 2 stops when no longer frequent itemsets are 
possible. Unlike the join made in the traditional Apriori algorithm, 
to generate candidates at level k, instead of joining frequent (k ¡ 
1)-itemsets, we join the frequent itemsets at level k ¡1 with the 
frequent 1-itemsets (line 4). This is because we want to extend 
the set of candidate itemsets and have the possibility to analyze 
the correlation of more item combinations. The rational will be 
explained later. Every candidate itemset generated this way is on 
one hand tested for support (line 7), and on the other hand used 
to analyze possible correlations even if its support is below the 
minimum support (loop from line 9 to 22). Correlations for all 
possible pair combinations for each candidate itemset are

IV. Experimental Results
In order to implement the required Positive and Negative Association 
Rules, we selected to use c# language in .Net environment. For 
this purpose, a text matrix file of association rules on confidence 
values in percentages is used. The following are the results of 
confined association rules algorithm implementation.
The following are the results comparison of based positive 
and negative association rule mining and positive and negative 
confined association rules. by using time complexity and space 
complexity.

Fig. 1: Result   for   Postive   and   negative association rules and 
confined association rules

Fig. 2: Line chart shows comparison of time complexity between 
positive and negative association rule and positive and negative 
confined association rules

Fig. 3: Bar chart shows comparison of time complexity between 
positive and negative association rule and positive and negative 
confined association rules

Fig. 4: Line chart shows comparison of Space complexity between 
positive and negative association rule and positive and negative 
confined association rules

Fig. 5: Bar chart shows comparison of Space complexity between 
positive and negative association rule and positive and negative 
confined association rules

V. Conclusions And Future Work
In this paper we introduced a new algorithm to generate both 
positive and negative association rules. Our method adds to the 
support-confidence framework the correlation coefficient to 
generate stronger positive and negative rules. We compared our 
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algorithm with other existing algorithms on a real dataset. We 
discussed their performances on a small example for a better 
illustration of the algorithms and we presented and analyze 
experimental results for a text collection. The results prove that 
our algorithm can discover strong patterns. In addition, our method 
generates all types of confined rules, thus allowing to be used 
in different applications where all these types of rules could be 
needed or just a subset of them.
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